To introduce an alternative approach to three-dimensional (3D) magnetic resonance (MR) imaging using a method that is similar to x-ray tomosynthesis. Methods: Variable angle tilted-projection images are acquired using a multiple-oblique view (MOV) pulse sequence. Reconstruction is performed using three methods similar to that of x-ray tomosynthesis, which generate a set of tomographic images with multiple 2D projection images. The reconstruction algorithm is further modified to reformat to the practical imaging situations of MR. The procedure is therefore termed magnetic resonance tomosynthesis (MRT). To analyze the characteristics of MRT, simulations are performed. Phantom and in vivo experiments were done to suggest potential applications. Results: Simulation results show anisotropic features that are structurally dependent in terms of resolution. Partial blurrings along slice direction were observed. In phantom and in vivo experiments, the reconstruction performance is particularly noticeable in the low SNR case where improved images with lower noise are obtained. Reformatted reconstruction using thinner slice thickness and/or extended field-of-view can increase spatial resolution partially and alleviate slice profile imperfection. Conclusions: Results demonstrate that MRT can generate adequate 3D images using the MOV images. Various reconstruction methods in tomosynthesis were readily adapted, while allowing other tomosynthesis reconstruction algorithms to be incorporated. A reformatted reconstruction process was incorporated for applications relevant to MR imaging.
I. INTRODUCTION
3D MR imaging is widely used for a variety of purposes and has been implemented using different approaches. One of the most common acquisition strategies for 3D MR imaging is to use Cartesian sampling where the selected 3D volume is spatially encoded with phase encodes along two perpendicular spatial directions. The resulting raw data fill a Cartesian 3D kspace matrix, which is reconstructed by a 3D inverse Fourier transform (FT). Different 3D k-space non-Cartesian sampling trajectories exist. [1] [2] [3] [4] Generally, reconstruction is performed after interpolating onto a Cartesian k-space sampling grid. Data sampling and reconstruction is widely considered as Fourier domain sampling followed by the FT.
Here, we introduce a different 3D imaging approach which uses 2D projection images acquired at multiple view angles followed by an appropriate reconstruction method. The data acquisition method used, which we call multiple-oblique view (MOV) pulse sequence, is similar to the view-angle tilting (VAT) pulse sequence. 5 The VAT pulse sequence was originally proposed to correct for chemical-shift and susceptibility-induced artifacts in 2DFT imaging sequences by turning on an additional gradient in the slice-selection direction during the readout. This can be seen as effectively "tilting" the view angle of the selected slice. In our approach, projection images are acquired at different view angles using the MOV pulse sequence by changing the amplitude of the additional gradient. With multiple 2D projection images acquired at different view angles, a set of slice images can be reconstructed which is similar to the reconstruction used for the tomosynthesis technique recently seen in digital x-ray imaging. 6 Various reconstruction methods can be used in tomosynthesis. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Here, we investigate some of the widely used methods, namely, the shift-and-add (SAA), matrix inversion (MI), and iterative back-projection (IBP) reconstruction method. Furthermore, these algorithms are modified to adapt to the MOV images. In the following, a brief description of these algorithms is provided. The whole data acquisition and reconstruction procedure is similar to x-ray tomosynthesis and hence we term it magnetic resonance tomosynthesis (MRT). Simulations are performed to verify that these reconstruction methods can be applied to MOV images and to analyze the characteristics of MRT. Experiments are done for phantom and in vivo. Although the aim of this study is not focused on comparison, the proposed method is shown along with the conventional 3DFT imaging method which is regarded as the gold standard for 3D imaging.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

II.A. MOV pulse sequence
An MOV pulse sequence (Fig. 1 ) is used to acquire projection images similar to the images used in tomosynthesis. The MOV pulse sequence can be understood as acquiring images of selectively excited regions projected along the sliceselection direction (z-direction) according to view angles. The view angle θ is determined as the ratio of the additional sliceselection gradient G SS_add to the readout gradient G RO .
Here the view angle is formed in the readout direction (x-direction) as indicated in Fig. 1 . Note that the view angle is limited by the gradient system and cannot reach ±90
• unless turning off G RO .
The image acquisition scheme of the MOV pulse sequence can be regarded as a parallel beam x-ray system where the source and detector move toward opposite directions in a parallel manner. The difference between the x-ray system and the MOV pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 2 . The primary drawback of x-ray tomosynthesis is blurring due to the residual image contents from distant slices. However, in the MOV images, only the excited region is projected as shown in Fig. 2(b) . This selective excitation scheme in MR can reduce the tomosynthesis blur from the components outside the region of interest (ROI). In tomosynthesis, the goal is to resolve into several planes that the x-ray beam traversed. The number of resolved planes in the reconstruction process should be large enough to ignore the discretization error because the subject is a continuous object. The above description of data acquisition can be expressed as a sum of convolutions of highly resolved n planes with shifted impulses determined by the projection angle. The acquired image MOV θ (x, y) along a view angle θ is
where ⊗ is convolution, m i is a true image of ith resolved plane, n is the number of resolved planes, and parameters; the number of resolved slice n, the excited thickness h, and the view angle θ . Given an effective resolution z = h/n, and the amount of shift d i,θ is
The acquired MOV images are shifted back according to the calculated shift values and then one plane is reconstructed by the summation of these back-shifted images. This procedure is performed n times by changing the POI to reconstruct all the other planes. This method is used because of the simplicity of the algorithm. However, after SAA reconstruction, although the true components within POI are dominant, components outside of the POI are distributed across the reconstructed image, resulting in a blur artifact. The main topic in tomosynthesis reconstruction is to remove these blur artifacts.
II.B.2. Matrix inversion method
MI method can reduce the blur artifacts in SAA images. If the true image in the ith plane is defined as m i , then the reconstructed SAA images s i can be expressed as
where f ij is the blurring function for the components in the jth plane that appear in the ith SAA image. s i is dominated by m i and therefore f ii , the diagonal components, can be expressed as A δ(x, y) meaning that no blurring occurred due to m i . However, the off-diagonal components consist of shifted impulses located along the x-direction and can be calculated using Eq. (3). Furthermore, f ij and f ji are the same since they are in diagonal symmetric relation. Taking the Fourier transform of the above equations gives 
Since we know the image acquisition scheme of the MOV pulse sequence, we can calculate the amount of blurring for each plane. The true image M can be solved by taking the inverse solution. If matrix F is invertible, the solution M can be stated simply as
If the matrix F is ill-conditioned due to the low frequency components, regularization methods or frequency blending methods can be used during the inverse process. 13 Here, we use the pseudoinverse using singular value decomposition to solve the inverse problem. To deal with the ill-conditioned matrix due to the low frequencies, the singular values near zero are thresholded.
II.B.3. Iterative back-projection method
This method focuses on deblurring using back-projected images. The back-projection (BP) algorithm commonly used in computed tomography (CT) is applied to the acquired MOV data. The approach is valid since the MOV pulse sequence can be regarded as collecting projected parallel ray data as mentioned before. A detailed description of this algorithm can be found in Ref. 6 . In the first step, back project the MOV images along slice direction.
The results of this process are initial images T (0) which are the same as the results of the SAA reconstruction. Afterwards, a forward-projection (FP) is applied.
and the MOV data are subtracted from D
θ to find the residual values R (0) θ caused by blurrings in the SAA images. R
The residual data R
θ are then projected back again and subtracted to the initial back-projection image T (0) .
T (1) is now less blur than T (0) . The above routine is performed iteratively until the residual values R (0) θ are less than some specific threshold value. The final result is the deblurred images T (N iter ) .
II.B.4. Reformatted reconstruction using thinner slice thickness and/or extended field-of-view (FOV)
The number of slices and/or the FOV can be flexibly chosen in the reconstruction process mentioned above to adjust to the MR situation.
Increasing the number of slices enables thinner slices to be reconstructed. By doing this, the resolution in the slice direction can be partially increased. Especially, this can be of value in the reconstruction of imaging objects with high structural variations in certain directions. We note that this procedure is different from the zero-padding interpolation procedure commonly used in the reconstruction process.
Another extension is the flexibility in choosing the reconstructed FOV. Extending the FOV can be of value since it can resolve signals outside of the slice-select region. This mostly comes from nonideal RF profile in the selection procedure. Transition bands in the RF profile and/or side-lobes exist outside the desired regions. By using an extended FOV reconstruction, these components can be resolved.
With these approaches, conventional reconstruction methods used in tomosynthesis can be adapted to fit the characteristics of the acquired MOV data.
II.C. Simulations
Simulations were performed using a 3D impulsive object to estimate the spatial spread and the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the point spread function (PSF). A manually designed 3D oval shell phantom was also used to apply and compare the various reconstruction methods mentioned. The size of designed 3D phantom was 256 × 256 × 64 mm 3 on a 256 × 256 × 128 matrix. MOV images were generated by projecting the phantom along tilted view angles as shown in Fig. 2 . The number of view angles was 33 from -80
• to 80
• with 5
• interval. The acquisition resolutions assumed were 2.0 × 2.0 × 64.0 mm 3 with 128 × 128 matrix for the MOV images. The MOV images were reconstructed as 3D images with 2.0 mm slice thickness and 0.5 mm slice thickness when using the reformatted thinner slice reconstruction as mentioned above. For comparison, conventional 3DFT phantom images were also generated assuming 2.0 × 2.0 × 2.0 mm 3 resolution with an 128 × 128 × 32 matrix. Figure 4 shows the PSFs of each reconstruction method. The PSFs are shown only along the readout (x) direction and slice-selection (z) direction. The PSF patterns of each MRT methods showed no difference along the phase encode (y) direction compared to the 3DFT. The FWHM of the SAA method shows the largest FWHM value along the z-direction, which is approximately eightfold FWHM of the 3DFT method. However, the FWHM of the other two deblurring methods, namely MI and IBP, shows slight partial blurring compared to the results from the 3DFT reconstruction. More precisely, the FWHM ratios of MI to 3DFT and IBP to 3DFT were 1.340 and 1.325, respectively. In addition, as indicated by arrows in Figs. 4(b)-4(d) , MI and IBP methods show residual components along the projection lines similar to streak artifacts. These results suggest that the reconstruction methods (except SAA) can be applied to generate 3D MR images using our proposed approach. However, a partial loss in resolution along the slice direction compared to the conventional 3DFT method can be expected. Figure 5 shows the reconstruction results including the reformatted thinner slice reconstruction approach from the manually designed 3D phantom. The original phantom contained radial stripes [ Fig. 5(a) Figure 6 shows five sample raw images of the 17 multiple projections acquired with the MOV pulse sequence prior to reconstruction for both phantom and in vivo. Note the displacement of the vascular phantom along varying view angle is similar to x-ray tomosynthesis images. Slice directional information is mapped to the readout direction thereby enabling a 3D reconstruction.
II.D. Data acquisition and reconstruction
Phantom (agar filled vascular wax phantom) and in vivo head
III. RESULTS
III.A. Simulations
III.B. Experiments
The effects of using the reformatted extended FOV approach is shown with the phantom images in Fig. 7 . Bright artifact pattern is observed in Fig. 7(a) obtained with a 3DFT acquisition. This is also seen in Fig. 7 (b) reconstructed without the extended FOV approach. These are due to components outside the prescribed slice that are partially excited which subsequently roll over to the reconstructed region. Using the extended FOV reconstruction with wider range in the z-direction allows alleviation of these RF excitation imperfection effects as in Fig. 7(c) .
The reconstructed images of the phantom and in vivo data are shown in Fig. 8 . In-plane axial images show satisfactory results using MI and IBP reconstruction. These results are particularly noticeable in the low SNR case [Figs. 8(e)-8(h)] where improved images with lower noise are obtained compared to the 3DFT images. However, reconstructed images using the MRT methods show slight blurring along the slice-direction as expected from the simulation results. Table I showing the processing time, FWHM of PSF, and SNR of each reconstruction method. MRT reconstruction requires much more time than 3DFT reconstruction although further optimization can shorten it. In the parenthesis, the SNR after filtering the 3DFT PSF to match other reconstruction method FWHM is noted. The smoothing process can give SNR gain to the 3DFT image with less computational effort. However, MRT reconstruction has higher SNR compared to the smoothing filtering, especially in low SNR in vivo case. The images using the extended FOV IBP reconstruction [Figs. 8(d) and 8(h) ] are interesting since it shows the superior sagittal sinus to be localized at a shifted position (arrow) with respect to other static tissue. This is presumably due to flow during the time interval between excitation and data acquisition, which can be resolved using the extended FOV reconstruction.
All the reconstructed slices using the MRT method are shown in Fig. 9(a) . The reconstructed MRT images show comparable morphometric information with the 3DFT images [ Fig. 9(b) ]. As previously shown, bright images due to the unwanted signals from outside of ROI are observed for the 3DFT images since the FOV selected coincides with the slice thickness resulting in wrapping artifacts. The MRT method, by incorporating the extended FOV reconstruction, can alleviate this problem.
IV. DISCUSSION
The VAT pulse sequence was originally proposed to correct susceptibility-induced artifacts by effectively acquiring images at an oblique view. 5 Here, we have extended the view angle tilting concept. By acquiring data at multiple different view angles we have formulated the problem to be equivalent to that used in tomosynthesis. Reconstruction methods used in tomosynthesis were applied. We have shown that 3D MR imaging can be achieved using our proposed method. Although we provided MRT images along with the conventional 3DFT images, this study is not aimed at the comparison of these two methods. Our main focus is to introduce an alternative approach for 3D MR imaging by reformatting the data acquisition and reconstruction problem to that of the x-ray tomosynthesis technique. We implemented and extended on the most basic reconstruction algorithms used in tomosynthesis reconstruction.
MR images are normally reconstructed via FT from the k-space domain. Here, the samples are collected in k-space but reconstruction can be performed in image domain since they are considered as projections at different view angles. In using various reconstruction methods, the characteristics associated with each algorithm are readily seen in the final images. We expect other algorithms used in tomosynthesis to be readily incorporated into our MOV acquisition data. For example, to account for the spatial blur, various iterative methods with spatial priors or statistical modeling used in the x-ray tomosynthesis or CT reconstruction can be incorporated to the MRT method.
14 In addition, other image based model reconstruction methods using regularization approaches can be included to enhance different features. 15 From a k-space perspective, MOV samples kz during kx readout sampling. A different view angle corresponds to a different kz trajectory while kx readout is maintained. After all view angles are acquired, two trigonal-prism shaped regions in kz-kx perspective will be sampled. The maximum extent of kz sampling will be longer than the maximum extent of kz sampled using 3DFT indicating that the MRT method need not have worse resolution. In some sense, the trajectory is similar to an anisotropic radial trajectory 16 with additional unsampled regions near the kz axis. The sequence, however, is a simple modification of conventional 2DFT sequence as shown in Fig. 1 and therefore can be readily applied to gradient echo, spin echo or other imaging sequences.
Reconstructed image quality seems to depend on the shape of the imaged object. Various shaped phantoms were simulated (results not shown) which gave results with increased or decreased amounts of the artifacts that were observed in Fig. 5 . A quantitative analysis of resolution and/or SNR was therefore difficult to perform although our PSF simulations and Table I provide a general view. In general, imaging structures having k-space spectral components mainly filling the sampled k-space regions are likely to reconstruct well while those dominated by spectral components filling the unsampled regions are likely to have artifacts. These include structures mainly have a horizontal feature. The applications of our proposed method are therefore likely to be apt to predetermined structures with vertical structures, e.g., high resolution angiographic imaging through the vertical vessels. The SNR characteristics of 3DFT and MRT have been previously provided by Kim et al., 17 and the results show that MRT is not governed by the typical resolution and SNR tradeoff relationship known in 3DFT MR imaging. The SNR gain in MRT is a consequence of the widened PSF in reconstruction process and the data acquisition strategy of MOV sequence which samples the k-space origin repeatedly resulting in larger total signal power compared to 3DFT. If regularization or other particular tomosynthesis algorithms are used for reconstruction, the SNR characteristics can be changed accordingly.
A detailed study of the optimal view angles and their separation should be provided. In tomosynthesis, the amount of dose and hardware limitations are considered to find the optimal acquisition geometry. Under the limited total dose condition, the number of projections and the SNR of reconstructed images have an inverse relation. In this case, the optimal acquisition is maximizing the angular range which can improve through-plane resolution while choosing the number of projections considering the SNR of reconstructed images. 18 However, in MR, there is no the dose limitation to prevent acquisition of more projection data. We can ignore specific absorption rate (SAR) issues with SPGR sequence which uses low flip angle excitation scheme. Then, we just need more time to acquire more projection data. It is natural that SNR improvement can be achieved by averaging more acquisitions in MR. In other words, more projection data makes the reconstructed images have better SNR. But, the number of projection data is fixed as the number of slice-phase encodings in the conventional 3DFT acquisition to match the acquisition time of two methods. With the fixed number of projections, we now should consider the view angle range and separation. By maximizing the view angle range, the through-plane resolution of the MRT images can be increased.
By using the reformatted thinner slice and/or extended FOV approach, the performance of the reconstruction was improved. This is important because the thinner slice reconstruction provides additional structural information since higher spatial frequency regions along kz that are sampled can be incorporated in the reconstruction process. Therefore, this method is different from the simple zero-padding interpolation. The extended FOV reconstruction can incorporate the RF imperfections into the reconstruction process. With this, imperfections in slice profile and/or chemical shift misregistration in RF excitation could be resolvable. In addition, we showed that this reconstruction algorithm may be useful for localization of flow and motion components. Since flow components (in the slice direction) are encoded simultaneously during the data acquisition, velocity measurements seem to be feasible. Further exploration of these potential applications is a subject of future studies.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A 3D MR imaging method termed MRT, which uses an MOV acquisition and reconstruction similar to tomosynthesis is introduced. All algorithms used in digital tomosynthesis can be readily implemented to the presented data. A reformatted reconstruction process was incorporated for applications relevant to MR imaging. The results demonstrate that MRT can generate adequate 3D images using the MOV images.
